The method of quasilinearization is a combination of the properTins of the high-speed digital computer with establishei lnearizatior techniques in such a fashion that it can be used as a method of identifying parameters. The mThcrnatics used izn the program is developed in detail and an example is given of its usc.
Essenti.!l -, the method is an efficient device of searching for unknown parameters existinc in a set of alcebraic or differential equations. The mathematical concepts are historical but the com- wbere N(t) is constrained by N first order differential entinti on-
x(t) = f(x{t) ,t'c)
with initial conditions x(t). The vectors x(t), f(x(t),t:c) and c ire 
I
In eo'nation (1.5) the components of vector c are assumed to be composed of 1, unknown initial conditions and K unknown parameters.
,lthotoh the equation Q. (x(t) ) in many cases will be simply (x(t)) = x.(t), for the purpose of hein7 r,eneral f.(x(t)) is considered as any function of x(t) that may he approximated by,
-V where x(t) is the .,ector r'cnerated by arsuminf. (or calculatinf') an initial
1.
vector c, (1.5), and interratinp (1.2) over tle desired range of the independent variable t. It is about this nominal vector xt) thnt the into (2V.5) iw ys, test data must also be furnished.
Solving equation (1.2) for a complete solution over the interval (t ,T) is performed by a numerical integration
scheme that is p,rt of our Tresent CAl. computer facility.
"he results of this inteoration are stored temporarily in core. S.ymholically, this solution is called x(t)0 (Tt is iMnortanr to note ti,. x(t) j X(to)).
Solve linearized equations and accumulate elements of matrices L and I).
4. Solves a set of L + K linear equations given hy (2.3.6) for
to the L unknown initial conditions an6 the K unknown parameters.
5,
Correct the initial guess for vector c by,
for initial conditions and,
for the parameters. 7. Output is generated in a subroutine in the form of tables i and/or pravhs.
The success of the propram was due lar-ely to the inclusion of techniques for handline subsets of the piven data which were expanded to include the complete data as the ororTress converged. 
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Where xl(t), x 2 (t), x 3 (t) and x 4 (t) are constrained by the set of differential equations, Thus, there are no unknown initial conditions so that L -0 in the identity (1.5). In (4.2) there are 11 unknown parameters (ci, i -1, 11) so that K -11 in identity (1.5). The proolem then is to find a vector c that minimizes (1.6). The program does this provided an initial guess is Bm assumed or calculated. For this problem, the initial guess for the vector 
Estimating Initial Vector c by Spline Functions
Test data (designated by (j -1, 4; i -1, 95) was given for
(1) x i -x l(t), i 1, 4 here and in the sequel.
Ii
-13-x1(ti) , x2(ti) , x3(t i) and x 4 (ti) at 95 equally spaced points. Using this data spline functions were calculated. Substituting these splined functions(designated by 'X(t), /2(t), 3 (t) and "'(t)) into equations (4.2) and integrati--gives the set of e imaates.
x 1 (ti) 
